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Agenda – Day Seven

8.30am Clearing  
Models for integration
Skills practice 

10.30am Break
10.45am The business of coaching and skills practice
12.00pm Lunch
1.00pm Ethics and skills practice
2.30pm Working break
2.45pm Endings and skills practice

Plenary
4.30pm Finish



Clearing

! Anything left over 
from yesterday, or 
from conversations 
last night that you 
need to clear in 
order to concentrate 
on today?



Personal Consultancy model

! An integration of 
practices rather than 
professions

! A practical rather than a 
theoretical integration

! Not a blend of the 
constitutive elements 

! PC is an open model 
that incorporates 
elements in a systemic 
way



The stages

Doing with the client

Being with the client

Existing pattern New pattern
2. Re-balancing

1. Authentic 
listening

3. Generating

4. Supporting

35

Depth
Inner world

Surface
Manifestation



The skilled helper

! Gerard Egan
¤ What is going on?
¤ What do I want 

instead?
¤ How might I get 

what I want?
! Links to GROW



The skilled helper



Relational coaching

! “Coaches with the 
appropriate training and 
disposition also work 
successfully at greater 
psychological depth than 
simply effecting 
behavioural change in 
performance through 
encouraging clients to 
generate new options for 
themselves.”



Positive psychology coaching



Considerations
1. Code of ethics – a coaching version or a counselling 

version?
2. Boundaries – how far do you go, how do you know 

that’s ok or not?
3. Contracts – what did you agree with the client, 

and/or sponsor?
4. Expectations – what does a client think or know they 

are getting from working with you?
5. Communication – what have you called yourself and 

how have you described what you do?
6. Competence – are you qualified and skilled 

sufficiently to do what you do?



Working as a dual skilled 
practitioner (time to think)

! In your view what are 
the benefits and pitfalls 
of offering an integrated 
approach versus 
offering discreet 
services of counselling 
and coaching?

! What are your thoughts 
on managing your 
boundaries as a dual 
trained practitioner? 



Plenary



Break (10.30am- 10.45am)



The business of coaching

Having watched the video:
! Identify your niche market
! Understand the potential differences between 

the businesses of therapy and coaching
! Define your USP and develop a marketing 

plan
! Elevator pitch/two sentence summary
! Ethics and endings



What is my niche market?
! Time to Think in pairs
! 5 minutes as the thinker
! 5 minutes as the listener
Listener:
First ask
What would you like to 
think about, and what are 
your thoughts….
When thinking subsides 
ask:
What more do you think, or 
feel, or want to say?



Therapy versus coaching

! Attitude to money
! Appearance
! Language
! Socialising/dual 

relationships
! Time, frequency, 

location
! ‘Product’/output 
! Pricing/fees 
! Endings

What are you 
noticing about 
the differences 
in being in 
business as a 
therapist and 
as a coach?



Elevator Pitch – “So, what do you 
do for a living?” – 30 seconds

! A brief verbal 
overview of who you 
are what you do and 
how you can help 
the listener

! Useful when striking 
up business 
relationships –
networking or in lifts!

Ask yourself:

! What value do I 
provide?

! How do I provide 
this value?

! What is unique 
about my offer?

! What is my target 
market?[Jorgen Sundberg –

www.theundercoverrecruiter.com
See handbook p121]

http://www.theundercoverrecruiter.com


Two sentence summary

! I work with [description of typical client group]
! on finding solutions to [describe the pain 

your ideal client is working with]
! and the benefits clients get from working 

with me are [describe the results your provide] 
– and an invitation]

[Adapted from Jenny Rogers, Developing a Coaching business, Chapter 4 
Presenting yourself to clients, p 61 ]



Trish’s pitch

“I coach established and emerging 
leaders to thrive personally and 
professionally though a 
psychologically focused process 
designed to help them gain insight, 
lead authentically and transform that 
into practical outcomes.”  



12:00-1.00pm



Practice your pitch
1:00 - 2pm
1. 5 minutes to prepare 

your summary or pitch
2. Take turns to pitch 

(30-60 seconds only)
¤ Asks “What do you do”?
¤Tells them
¤Notes it down, observes

3. Feedback on content 
and delivery

4. Option to go again 
and then move on to 
the next person



Showcase your pitch!

! I work with [description of typical client group]
! on finding solutions to [describe the pain 

your ideal client is working with]
! and the benefits clients get from working 

with me are [describe the results your provide] 
– and an invitation]



EMCC ethics in coaching (CI 80)

! Working with clients
¤ Contracting, integrity, confidentiality, inappropriate 

interactions, conflict of interest, terminating 
relationships, ongoing responsibilities

! Professional conduct
¤ Reputation, E&D, branches of conduct, legal 

duties
! Excellent practice

¤ Ability to perform, supervision, CPD

What if… ethical questions from Marion Gillie
Global code of ethics



Break (2.30pm)



Completions and endings

“Begin with the end in mind…”
! Leave the coachee feeling coaching worthwhile, 

sponsor feels they have received value from 
investment

! Identify ways coachee may continue to learn 
when coaching ends

! Make sure coachee understands other ways of 
support in future

! In this way the coachee is still getting value long 
after the last session has ended

(The coaching Manual, Julie Starr)



Invite coachees to reflect

! What made the most difference to the progress 
you’ve been able to make?

! What did you notice about yourself?
! What surprised you the most?
! What are you going to take forward?
! Whose help might you need?
! What will enable you to keep moving in the 

direction you have set for yourself?

Vaughan Smith (2007:62) 



What makes a good ending?

1. Go around the 
room each person 
taking a turn to 
share a response 
or pass.   Group 
listens respectfully 
without 
interruption.

What 
makes a 
good 
ending in 
coaching?



Plenary



Reflective journal

! Take a moment now 
to capture some 
notes



Workshop 4 preparation

! Handbook p123 - preparatory questions
! Logs, workshops forms and feedback forms up to date
! Reflective assignment completed (p10)
! At least one supervision with Katherine done
! At least case study 1 written
! Theory assignment written? (p32)
! Begin PDP (portfolio p42)
! Portfolio self-assessment spreadsheet
! Book in a tutorial or two
! Questions?



Checking out

! One thing that 
stood out for you 
today

! How are you 
feeling?


